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[57] ABSTRACT 

An automatically controlled exercise machine which is 
intended to produce' optimal development of skeletal 
muscle strength for athletic purposes and in physical 
rehabilitation. The mechanical configuration of this 
machine is based on a linkage comprised of a serieS of 
links connected together so as to allow movement of 
each link relative to another. Each link is provided with 
a separate powering device which drives it relative to 
another link. This linkage interacts with the user by 
means of various removable attachments located on the 
outermost link. These independent powering devices 
are controlled by a feedback control system, so that the 
user interaction point moves along any specified path in 
response to forces exerted by the .user, and simulta
neously provides resisting forces which vary in any 
desired manner according to position, speed, time, and 
user-exerted forces. 

. 22 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures 
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The red, or slow-twitch, fibers provide forces primarily 

ROBOTIC EXERCISE MACHINE AND METHOD. during slow movements. The white, or fast-twitch, 
fibers can contract only during relatively fast move-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION ments, and are used primarily in high-speed activities 
. Muscular strength is most rapidly developed by using 5 'such as sprinting or swimming. Muscle performance at 

:various types of devices and machines which pJ:'ovide high speed cannot be improved by low-speed exercise;-
forces to resist movement by the user. In order to attain Nor can low-speed muscle. strength be improved signifi-
a rate of increase of strength and a level of strength cantly by high-speed exercise. For these reasons, an 
greater than those attainable through participation in athlete must train selectively for the particular event or 
most sports and other athletic activities, relatively high 10 activity in which he specializes. . ... 
resisting forces must be used. The most common pres- Exercise done at relatively high speed using rela-
ently available means for obtaining high-resistance exer- tively high resistance and involving only a few muscles 
cise are the pulley-weight machine,.·the barbell, spring~ . at one time is called isokinetics. Conventional exercise 

'. 'action devices, and frictional devices, of both mechani- machines which use weights to provide the resisting 
. cal and fluid type. • 15 force are not very well suited for isokinetics. Because 
·r;. The highest levels of muscular size and strength are weights have inertia, the speed of the exercise will vary 
attained through high-resistance exercise of short dura- greatly throughout the motion, allowing for optimum . 

· :tion, involving only a few muscle groups at anyone speeds and resistances only over a short segment of the' 
tillle. Complete isolation of individual muscles 'or mus- full range of motion. There are some' machines pres- . 
de groups during exercise tends to produce the highest 20 ently available which are primarily intended for isoki-
~rate of increase in muscular strength. Exercise in which. netic. exercise. Most of them make use of fluid flow' 
;tpeuser-exerted force is in a direction opposite to the through an' orifice,sometimeS adjustable;' 'to prdvide:' 
clliection of movement, called "negative exercise", is' 'exercise in which resisting force is dependenfonly'on .. 

, especially effective in development of strength. It is speed .. '. . . .:' '.. i .. , ;;,' .:c.,.:: .. ..',:, "i: ... , 
· most effective when used in combination with "positive 25 . In order to achieve maximum r~tesof str~ngthi~-

exercise", in. which the user-exerted force .and the . 'crease, r-.uscles must be exercised independently;' and 
movement are in the same direction. with high intensity. In order to maximize strength in-
: . The primary biological mechanism by which muscle creases throughout a movement required in some ath~ 
fibers are induced to grow involves the accumulation of le~ic event,' or,. to qe more specific,' to 'maximize the 
certain chemical. by-products produced during intense 30 . . integral of strength with respect to displacement along muscular contraction. These chemicals act as a signal to ' 

-- the cells of the muscle fibers, and result in increases in .' this path of motion, a high-resistance exercise must be 
the quantity of the protein-based muscle tissu~. Exercise used, and the path of motion must be very similar to that 
against light resistance has relatively little effect on of the movement required in the event. The above facts 

, muscular strength, but, if sustained for sufficiently long 35. suggest that there is a need for a machine which pro~. 
periods of time, it is most effective in increasing muscu- vides for variation of paths of exercise motion as well as 
lar endurance., '.. .., ' '. '.' resisting force. This unique capability is among the most 
.. The amount of force that c~ be exerted by the arms important objectives of the invention. .,. 
or legs is highly dependent on their position and angular' Most presently available exercise m~chin~sd;'~ot . 
orientation. It depends both on the direction in which 4{) even come close tq providing for maximum rates of 
force is being exerted and on the angles of the joints. In strength increase, maximum levels of strength, oropti- . 
order to obtain maximum muscular strength throughout mal degrees of development of the various muscle. 
the full range of movement, the resisting forces of an groups, individual muscles, and parts of individual mus-' 

,exer:cise must vary according to the individual's cles. No known presently available exercise machine is 
strength potential at any given position along the path 45 suited for use by a wide range of individuals, for a wide 
of moti?n. Only a few very expensive machines provide , variety of motions, and for a wide variety of exercise 
for this kind of variable resistance, and these machines . needs. " '. . . ' . ' .: ,:, .,' 
do not provide for variation of the functional 'relation- There is a defmite need for greatly improved ·exerCise 
ship between resistance and position. Thus, they do not machines in the medical field of physical rehabilitation ... 
conform to the individual ,user's strength-potential 50 The same principles of muscular strength development 
curve but only to that of some "average" user. Exercise apply to victims of accident or disease as to athletes. But 
in which the resisting force does not c.onform to the rehabilitation patients are in even greater need for 
user's. particular strength-potential curve results in highly individualized and carefully regulated exercise. 
lower development of strength over certain segments of In rehabilitation the objectives are to achieve the great-
a path of motion as compared to that over other seg- 55 est possible increases in muscular strength, in specific . 
ments. Exercising a muscle in one position only is not muscles and movements, in the shortest possible time. In . 
effective in increasing strength at other positions. cases involving nerve damage or- paralysis a further 

. The starting and fmishing .positions of an exercise objective of exercise therapy is the development of . 
motion are important. A fully extended starting position nerve pathways to the affected muscles. Recent studies 
is necessary to obtain maximum intensity of muscular 60 have shown that exercise machines which are capable 
contraction during the exercise motion. The longest of actively moving a paralysis patient's arms or legs in a 
possible path of motion also allows for increases in cyclic motion can be of great benefit in partially restor-
flexibility. Due to the large variations in physical di- ing nerve function. . .' . 

· mensipns among the users, all presently available exer~ Exercise equipment for rehabilitation is at about the 
cise machines have serious limitations in this respect., . 65 same state of advancement as athletic equipment. In 

The speed at which an exercise is performed is very :. fact, standard athletics-oriented machines are often used 
important. This is because there are two distinct types' in rehabilitation clinics. In the cases where specialized 
of muscle fibers which comprise every skeletal muscle. machines have been built, their effectiveness is highly 
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will be constrained to move only along a particular 
.. trajectory previously specifiecl:The endpoint will move 

along this trajectory 'at a constant speed while the user 
exerts his maximum force on the user-interaction means 

! .. FIG,S is a representative plot of tangential velocity 
vs, tangential force for the Non-inertial, positive-nega
tive, speed-limited (NPNS) exercise mode: ' 
. FIG: 6 shows a side view of a preferred alternative 

'embodiment'of the invention.' .. .. in the direction of movement of the user--interaction 5 
means. This maximum force will vary with position 
along the trajectory, as' previously disCussed. During 

FIG. 7 is a front view of the embodiment shown-in 
FIG.6.· ','~r,· ... "':":-, .,,,.,;.,.,,"-"":, 

: this .process the user-exerted force is sampled by the '. FIG. 8 is an opposite 'side viewofthe embodiment as 
control computer at regular intervals of displacement in FIG. 6. " " ' ',. 
along the trajectory. This force data is used later during 10 . FIGS. 9a, b; c and d show some alternative embodi-
exercise to compute the value of reSisting force at any ~~~ts. of the present invention. 
position along the'trajectory.. ,'r ••• " ' ' DETAILED DESCRIPTION. 

,";'. 

The objectives in inventing and developing this ro-
, botic exercise machine are to provide an exercise ma- " Referring to FIG. 1, the robotic exercise machine of 
.. chine which has the following 'capabilities: ~ ..' .. ' 15 the first disclosed embodiment has a first link 1 con-

a. provides an unlimited number of different paths of neeted to a rigid frame 4 by a hinge joint 5, allowing this 
exercise motion, unlimited as to shape or curvature, first link to rotate relative to the frame. A second link 2 

tailortsed to oindividuts~ needs and ,to:}p'~_~.i~,:.athl~tic.. :;~:e~;~~:~ 1~~~~~S:~~~ !~~~t~v~i;:~~~~:s~lf~~v;. 
even or m vern en , '.. ' ..,.., k b 3' h d 'h"- d f h d 

b. rovides for ad'ustment of the functional reJatiori~: 20 ~o e- ar IS s o~n mounte at t e ~n . 0 t e secon . 
: P, '. J ,,' f' lmk 2 and has a pair of handles 32 which the user of the 

ship between user-exerted force and ,speed 0 move- h" 'th h' h' d h'l - .. Th' b '. '·ment. . ' .... , " . '.~ . . mac me gnps WI IS an s w Ie exerclsmg. . IS ar 
. ' . "d .' :.' f' fi ,' .. h" h" ., .. '. f . f 3 is only one of many removable attachments which are 

· c. J)~O.VI es res IS mg orce w I~ .. vanes as.a unc IOn a,/ailable for use as user interaction means for this exer-
of po, sltlon along a path of motion, accordmg to the 25' .... h' A' fi 'f'th th"'" bl tt h' , '. .... ' ., , . .,.., ,'.. '. 'clse mac me. ew 0 ese 0 er remova e a ac -
user ~ stre.ngth-pote~tlal curvej "C7," >. 'r,·r .> ....•. : .. ::; . ments are: a' pair of foot' plates which Teceive'-forC'':s' 

? provides fo: ~dJustment of the .f~nctlOnal x:elatlhon- exerted by the user's feet, a pair of padded surfaces for 
ship. between reslstmg force and positIOn along a pat of direct contact with the user's forearms, and a pair of 
motion; '.. .. .' ' .. " "; .,,' :' . ',,:,.-., padded surfaces for 'direct contact with the user's lower 

. . e .. allows for adJ~stme~t of ~ll exercise motIOns ac~ 30 legs: A set" of accessory furniture is also available for 
cordmg t? the phYSical dlffienslOn~ of the userj . positioning' or mounting on'the platform 17, and in-
· f. provld~ a large .number ~ dlfferf~nt exercise ~O" 'eludes benches, chairs, and various other supporting 

tlOns and .resistances m co~panson to Its ~ost and ~lZej structures. This platform 17 is rigidly connected to the 
g. provides for both positive and negative exercise; frame 4. The first link 1 is driven relative to the frame 4 

· h. provides for the adj~stment of for,?es on th~ nega- 35 by hydraulic cylinder 7_ The second link 2 is driven 
tlve, (return stroke),. portion of~. exercise to a different.· . relative to the first link by hydraulic cylinder 10.'.- ' 
.leve~ than that dunng the posItive, (forward stroke), ··'A hydraulic power supply 18 pumps fluid into the 
portlonj 'accumulator 19, which stores fluid under pressure. This 

~. pro.vides for is?~etic exercisej' : ,., .... " <,,~ .~. ., . accumulator 19 supplies fluid at high pressure to both 
. J. IS hlg~y effec~lve m bot~ lo~-sp.eed stre?gth-build- 40' 'cylinders" and 10. The flow rates of-fluid into cylinder 
tng ~xerc~se and hlgh-spe:d Isokm:tlc exerc~s~j 7 and 10, and hence the speeds of the piston rods 35; are 

k: provJdes for automatlcr~ductlOn of reslstmg force' regulated by electro-hydraulic servo valves 13 and 14 
. dunn? the c~urse of an exercise set .- . ". respectively. Fluid enters these servo valves 13 and 14 

. J. displays mstantaneous level of force bemg exertedj through supply lines 33 and 34. Cylinder 7 is connected 
m.· allows for practically infinitely variable or very 45 tei platform 17 by a hinge joint 8, and to the hub 1a of 

elosely spaced settings of resisting force; . " link 1 by a hinge joint 9. Cylinder 10 is connected to the 
· n. allows for quick and easy adjustment of all adjust-·- hub 1a of link 1 by a: hinge joint 11 and to th(! hub 2a of 

able componentsj , link 2 by hinge joint 12. The geometry of the described 
o. is capable of operating in an active mode, in which linkage is such that the user interaction point 32, which 

a rehabilitation patient's arms or legs are moved auto- 50 is that point at which the body of the user makes contact 
matically through any path of motion. with the yoke bar 3, can be made to move along anyone 

BRIEF DES'CRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS of an infinite number of paths within a large planar 
region, at any desired velocity, by suitable control of 

FIG. 1 is a pictorial view of the complete robotic the angular velocities of the two links 1 and 2. These 
exercise machine and control apparatus according to an 55 angular velocities are produced by the motion of piston 
embodiment of the present invention. . .',' rods 35 relative to cylinders 7 and 10. Thus, the velocity 
: FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the functional. of the user interaction point 32 is controlled by regulat-
relationships among the components of the machine of ing the flow rates of fluid into cylinders 7 and 10 by 
FIG. 1, and, the control system configuration. means of servo valves 13 and 14. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the control 60 Suitable control of the velocity of user interaction 
procedure carried out by the computer according to the point 32 makes possible the enforcement of any sped-
disclosed embodiment. :..' fied path of motion within a large planar region, and 

FIGS . . 4a-4g illustrate the ma~hine of FIG. 1 in use provides for any desired relationship between speed of 
for various exercise motions and' showing linkage posi- movement along this path and the magnitudes of user-
tions, user positions, and paths of motion, (dotted lines), 65 exerted forces: 
corresponding to several examples of different exercises .': The primary element of the control system is a mi-
among the infinite number of exercises possible· with crocomputer 23. This microcomputer 23· supervises 
this machine. operation of the machine and computes velocity com-
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hents are then added vectorially to Vex and Vey to 
form the resultant commanded endpoint velocity. This 
velocity is then converfed into the equivalent link-angu
lar-velocity commands, the and {he. The equations used 
'to computdink-angular-ve!ocity are: .. , ..... 

For III 5; 4>2 
.. (Negate for Ii < 4>2) . 

: .:.' ,'; 

exactly matched to the user's physical dimensions. FIG. 
4g shows an exercise motion designed for involvement 
of both armS and legs over a long path of motion 59. 
These exercises shown are only a few of the infmite 

S "number of those possible with thls robotic exercise ma~ 
chine.' . " . ' . ,:." ;~ 
'. In operation, the mechanism, hardware and software' 
of the embodiment previously described, and of altern a- ' 
tive embodiments' to be described later, combine to 

10 provide a . multitude of varying exercise modes. One 
such. exercise mode is the non-inertial, ppsitive-nega
tive, speed limited exercise mode. The non~inertial posi
tive-negative speed-limited exercise mode, (abbreviated .. 
NPNS), is expected to provide the most. effective and 

where" , , , lS widely used form of skeletal-muscle exercise. !tis called 
ex is horizontal component of endpoint pOsition "non-inertial" because, . unlike exercise done, with 
<;. is vertical component of endpoint position' , weights, the yelocity of the bar, or other means of con- , 

'. 'ex is horizontal component of endpoint velocity tact with the user, does not increase with time when the. 
· ,. Cy is vertical component of endpoint velocity· .. . user exerts a constant force on the bar. ,-The bar, or 
, L is length of each link 1 and 2 of the machine (both 20 endpoint, reacts according'to the forces presently being 

. ·linkS' are of the same length); '.' ; ';., . - .' applied, and its velocity is not 'affected by ,the time-his~ 
"., .el is angular position of link' 1, measured from the tory of user-exerted forces. . .. ~' ~":i:';;: .. . ... , 

horizontal plane ....' . '.': :." '. ", . :},Itiscalled "positive-negative" because the direction' .. 
0/2 is the angle between the horizontal plane and the of the resisting force will not be affected ,by the direc-

line segment extending from hinge joint 5 to the user 25 tionofmovementofthe endpoint. As with any exercis'~ . 
iriteraction point and lying in the plane in wr':.:h links l' mOde available on this machine, NPNS exercise will be 
and 2 move. The differences between the commanded carried out'in:accordance with selected "force-curves" 
angular velocities and the actual angular velocities 61 designed to vary the resisting force according to the 
and fh are used by the two servo-loop control programs, strength potential of the user at any position along the 
to compute Ml and M2,':the'values'of voltage to be 30 .path of motion. ' . .' ,;:' .". 
supplied to the torque motors ~2 and 73 of the electro- The speed at which the endpoint moves along a speci-
hydraulic servo-valves. Ml and M2 a~e computed from. fied trajectory isproportional to the component of user-
a proportional-integral derivative algorithm, which is exerted force along this trajectory. An exception to this 
well known to thosed skilled in the art of control system . rule occurs when the force exceeds some limit or drops 
engineering. . . ,;.... " ," . ' , .. ', 35 below some limit, inwhich case the speed will be held 
.' The computer 23 also serves to monitor the perfor- constant. The purpose of these speed restrictions ·is to 

mance of the machine so that malfunctions may be insu~e that low-speed "isotonic" exercise is actuaily 
detected. Monitoring is done indirectly by ,checking for 
excessively high errors in link angular velocities and for . being done when a particular exercise.program calls for 

',excess, ively high rates of Increase in these errors.' If 40 this type of exercise. ' .. -.": .-. :,., .;:... .. . . .... -. 
,The NPNS exercise mode is extremely flexible. All malfunctions are detected the computer will, send a, 

digital signal to digital switch 74 causing this switch to parameters involved can be adjusted by the user at the 
open and break the circuit supplying electrical current operator's console 24. By adjusting certain force param-. 
to four safety-shut-off valves '15 and 16. These valves eters, to be described next, the form of the exercise can 

· are normally closed, spring loaded, and solenoid oper- 45 range from the slowest isotonics to high-speed isokinet- . 
ated,' requiring continuous solenoid current to remain . ics, and from very heavy resistance to the lightest resis-' 
open. When closed, these valves block the flow of fluid tance..' . . 
into and out of the cylinders, 7 and 10, locking the link- Symbol definitions: , 
age in its present position and thereby preventing possi- 'FI component of user-exerted force tangent to sped-
ble injury to the user. 50 fied trajectory at present position 
· The primary elements of the hydraulic power supply YI component of endpoint velocity tangent to speci-
18 are also shown in FIG. 2. These are: a fIxed delivery fied trajectory at present position 
vane pump 75, a tank 76; a pilot-operated .unloading ST abbreviation for "specified trajectory" 
valve 77, a check valve 79, two safety relief valves 78 Fml level of user-exerted force required to' keep the 
and 80, and an accumulator 19.· .. :. 55 ": endpoint stationary others-see FIG. 5. 

FIGS. 4a-4g are illustrations of the machine in use for ' The sharp corners of the plot of FIG. 5 represent 
various exerCise motions. FIG. 4a shows the user 50 unrealistic, abrupt changes in velocity, ··that is, large 
performing the familiar curl exercise, but the path of accelerations, and result from the simplifIcations neces-
motion 51 may assume any shape or curvature desired. sary to represent a 3-dimensional process in two dim en-
FIG. 4b shows an overhead press exercise with an indi- 60 sions. The neglected dimension is time. Large accelera-
vidualJy tailored path of motion 52. FIG.4c shows a tions will be prevented, even when ,this necessitates 
bench press exercise. FIG. 4d shows an overhead pull overriding the basic control scheme ... "~:" 
exercise. FIG. 4<:'.shows a high-intensity leg press exer- -. The tangential~velocity update program which is 
cise using foot plate attachment 56 and adjustable chair responsible for producing NPNS exercise will consist of 
55. FIG. 4fshows a leg-extension exercise using a pad- 65 the following procedures. , 
ded attachment S8 which conta,cts the front of the user's 1. React to user-exerted forces 
lower leg and the upper surfaces of his feet. The path of Move forward, (along ST), only if the component of 
motion 57 is circular with a radius and a center point user-exerted force tangent to the trajectory exceeds a 
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'link 222 by hinge joint 227 and by rod 224. Strain screw-shaft 99, a group of two or more guide rods 100, 
gauges 225 are mounted on rods 224 and 228. The user two end plates 101, and a removable attachment 102 for 
interaction attachme'nt 200 is mounted on link 223 so interaction with the user. This second link is driven in a 
that the point of application of user-exerted forces and .straight line relative to housing 92 by motor 94, which 
the center of hinge joint 226 lie on a common line paral- 5 turns a ball-screw about screw-shaft 99." . 
leI to horizontal ways 214. The result of this arrange- FIG. 9d shows a configuration capable of 3-dimen- ' 
ment'is that the horizontal component of user-exerted sional motion and intended for use in pairs, one machine' 
forces produces a moment about hinge joint 227 but not for a right body'limb, a second machine for a left body 
about hinge joint 226, allowing the horizontal compo- limb. The third link 103 is identical to that of link 2 of 
nent of user-exerted force to be isolated from the verti- 10 the preferred embodiment and is driven in a 'rotary 
cal component. The values of strain in the rods 224 and motion relative to link 105 by hydraulic cylinder 104. 
228, as indicated by the strain gauges, are used in a pair The second link 105 is driven in a rotarY motion relative 
of simple algebraic equations to yield the horizontal and to the first link 107 by a hydraulic motor 106. The first 
vertical components of user-exerted force. " ., . link 107 is attached to frame 109 by a hinge joint allow-

The control system and manner of operation of this 15 ing link 107 to rotate relative to frame 109 about an axis 
alternative configuration of FIG. 5 is identical to that' 110 perpendicular to the axis of rotation of link 105. 
described previously. The primary difference is that Link 107 is driven by hydraulic motor 108. 
two coordinated linear motions replace two coordi- It is to be understood that while a preferred embodi-
nated angular motions, and two hydraulic motors re- ment and ~everaI alternative configurations .have been 
place two hydraulic cylinders. An important advantage 20 illustrated and described.herein, other alternative con
of, this alternative configuration is that' the need for ' figurations or modifications thereof may occur tci those 

; . 'transformations between angular coordinate frames and having skill in tpe related arts and what is intended to be 
'rectangular coordinate frames in the central algorithms covered herein is .not only the ,illustrated form of the 
is eliminated, thereby reducing the execution time of the invention, but also' any and all modified forms thereof as 
programs and improving the 'quality of cont,rol. An- 25 
other advantage is that the two links 201 and 202 are may come within 'the scope and spirit of this invention 
dynamically independent, that is, acceleration of one as herein before described a::.:1 defmed in the appended , 
link has no significant effect on the motion of the other <?laims., '. ," " ' . 
link. ',' .-, ", ','. ","', . ":~'~ "'--;"" \\That is claimed is: 

FIGS. 9a-9c show still some more alternative me- 30 l. A programmable exercise machine for defining and 
chanical configurations of the invention. FIG. 9a shows' recording an exercise path comprising: 
two additional links 80 and 81 Which are attached to a " a rigid frame; . . 
guideway 84 by ball bushings or rollers so that they at least two links connected to one another and at-
move in a straight line relative to link 2. The guideway tached at at least one point to said rigid frame, said 
84 is rigidly attached to link 2. The links 80 and 81 are 35 ,,' links being movable relative to one another and to 
driven relative to the guideway 84 by hydraulic cylin- ' said rigid frame; '. 
ders 85 and 86. Cylinder 85 is located below guideway "user interaction means attached to one of said links 
84, and cylinder 86 is located above the guideway. A for contacting a body part of the user and for re-
pair of attachments 82 and 83 are located at the ends of ceiving user-exerted forces so as to be movable to 
links 80 and 81 for interaction with the user. This ar-40 ":" any ,desired position in at least two degrees offree-
rangement converts the apparatus shown in FIG. 1 into. ';.:: ;:dom relative to said frame; , 
a machine capable of providing 3-dimensional exercise :', independent powering means associated with each 
motions .. The control system is expanded to control the link, each said powering means being operative to 
velocities of links 80 and 81 as well as those of links 1 ' drive said associated link in a predetermined path 
and 2. 45 ,~, of motion relative to said other links and to said 

The configuration of FIG. 9b is similar to the embodi-frame and exerting resisting forces to oppose said 
ment of FIG. 1 except that the second link takes the user-exerted forces; and 
form of a link 87 which moves in a straight line relative automatic control means operative to receive and 
to link 1, instead of a rotary motion. Link 87 is guided store signals corresponding to magnitUde and di-
by a rod 88 which is attached to link 1 by means of ball 50 rection of an arbitrary user-defined exercise path in 
bushing ,mounts 89. Link 87 is driven in a straight-line said two degrees of freedom, and further operative 
motion relative to link 1 by hydraulic cylinder 90, for controlling said powering means in response to 
which is mounted rigidly to the side of link 1. A remov- said stored signals to define movement of said user 
able attachment 91 is mounted at the end of link 87, for interaction means along said path in response to the 
interaction with the user. This machine is capable of 55 magnitude and direction of said user-exerted force. 
motions similar to those of the preferred embodiment. . 2. Exercise machine of claim 1 and wherein said auto-

FIG.9c shows a machine, similar to that in FIG. 6, matic control means comprises: 
which makes use of two linear motions to achieve a position sensing means for sensing the positions of 
range of movement comparable to that of the embodi- said movable links relative to one another and to 
ment of FIG. 1. The first link 92 includes a double 60 said rigid frame, said position sensing means pro-
motor housing, which houses motors 93 and 94. The ducing a signal representing said position; 
frame is comprised of a base 95, a group of two or more magnitude sensing means for sensing the magnitUdes 
guide rods 96 and a screw shaft 97. Motor 93 rotates of said user-exerted forces in at least one direction, 
about screw shaft 97, turning a b.all-screw·about screw ····said magnitUde sensing means producing a signal 
shaft 97, which causes first link 92 to be driven upward 65 representing said magnitudes; and 
relative to the described frame. Motor 94 is offset from a computer for computing relative velocities of said 
motor 93 to allow screw-shaft 97 and guide rods 96 to links by using said position and magnitude signals 
pass through first link 92. The second link 98 includes a and for signalling commands to said powering 
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, 18 
said applied force at selected positions along said tion of said movable means within said predeter-
defined path;, ," mined region;. ' 

means operative to provide opposing force sjgnals signal storage means operative to receive and. store 
corresponding to an arbitrarily defined amount of desired location signals corresponding to a dermed 
desired opposing force in a direction tangent to the 5· , path within said region; and' . 
defined path at said selected positions; and wherein constraining means coupled to said movable means 

said motive means is operative in ,response to said and operative in response to said desired location 
desired force signals and said applied force signals signals and said' actual location signals to inhibit 
to permit said movable means to move along said manual movement of said movable means in any 
defined path only when the manually applied force 10 • ,direction other than a direction tangent to said 
at each selected position exceeds the desired oppos- defined path. • 

19. The method of defming and controlling an exer-
ing force at such positions. , cise through manual force applied to a user interaction' 

'16. Apparatus as in claim 15, wherein: point of an exercise machine, comprising the steps of: 
said motive means is operative to permit movement 15 manually moving the user interaction point a' first 

of said movable means in a first direction along said time to define an arbitrary exercise path within a 
defined path when the manually applied force ex- .predetermined region having at least two degrees 
ceeds the desired force, and is further operative to of freedom; . 
move said movable means along the defined path in storing said defined exercise path; and then 
a second direction opposite to said first direction 20 manually moving the user interaction point a second 
when the desired force exceeds said manually ap-' . . time while applying a machine exerted force to said 

'. ~ 'plied force. '., ' user interaction point in response to said stored 
. ',. '.17. A user programmable exercise machine for defm~ exercise path to inhibit the' user interaction point 

ing and recording an exercise path, comprising: from movement to a location not along said defmed 
a rigid frame; '" .' " , 25 exercise path. ..' 
movable means movably connected to said' frame and . 20. The method as in claim 19, further comprising: 

operative to ass".;lle any deSired position within a applying a machine exerted resistance force to said 
predetermined region of at least two dimensions; . user interaction point in opposition to said· manual 

position sensing meap.s· operative in· response to the movement along said defmed exercise path, the. 
user-defmed position of said movable Pleans to .30 magnitude of said resistance force being a function 
provide location signals corresponding to the ac- of the location of the user interaction point along 
tual position of said exercise path within saidprede- the defined exercise path. 
termined region; 21. The method of defining and controlling an exer-

signal storage means operative to receive and store . cise' through manual force applied to a user interaction 
location signals corresponding to an arbitrary user- 35 point of an exercise machine, said user interaction point 
defmed path within said region; and .initially capable of assuming any desired position within 

a region having at least two degrees of freedom, com-constraining means coupled to said movable means 
and operative in response to said stored location prising the steps of: 

.. derming an arbitrary exercise path to be followed. by 
. signals to constrai~ said movable means to move '40 said user interaction point within .said region; 

only along said user-defined path i1,1 response to sionng said defined exercise path; and then 
manual force applied to saidtnovable means. manually moving. said user interaction point along 

18. A programmable exercise machine for definmg said arbitrarily defmed path while applying a ma-
and recording an exercis~path, c6x,ni>rising: chine exerted force to said point in response to said 

a rigid frame; . 45 stored exercise path to constrain the manual move-
movable means movably connected to said frame and ment to movement along said path. . 

operative in the absence of constraint to assume 22. The method of claim 21, wherein manual move-
any desired positio~ within '{predetermined region ment of said user interac~ion point is machine con-
of at least two degrees of freedom; strained to movement only in response to manual force 

position sensing means operative in response to the 50 applied to said point in a direction tangent to said de-
actual position of said movable means to provide' fmed path. 
location signals corresponding to said actual posi- * *.' * 
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